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The method is based on the a priori estimates. Most authors have restricted themselves to domains with sufficiently smooth boundary. Their main tool is to map the neighborhood of a point on the boundary onto a semisphere by means of a sufficiently smooth transformation.
On the other hand Ladyzhenskaya C13], [114] and others (cf. ? e.g., []9, 12]) showed the a priori estimates for domains with piece wise smooth surfaces. Their method is integration by parts. Hence the operators need to be at most of second orders and to be real valued. In this note, assuming a relation between the domain and the elliptic operator, we study The a priori estimate with a parameter has been treated in £2], [^4], Q5] and [10] . In addition the mixed boundary value problem has been studied by several authors (cf. [17, 18, 22, 23, 24] First we impose the following condition on @ and A.
Condition (^i). For each j there exists a non singular linear trans-
by TJ and ^/ is mapped onto an angular domain whose angle is -9"
(|<2|<^®/) 3 where &j is a positive constant depending on ^4 (0) fPy, Secondly we assume the following condition for the boundary operators Bj.
Condition (A 2 ).
For each j the pair of J5y_i and J5/ corresponds to one of the following cases:
where -~-(or -^-J is the normal (or tangent) derivative.
For a fixed real number 0, we set /L 2 = pV 6? (0<Jp<c>o) a Finally we impose the following assumption for 6 and a/(#) (the coefficients in Condition (^2))-
Condition (As).
(i) The boundary operator Bj satisfies the Complementing Condition on r j with respect to A in the sense of [1] .
(ii) e ie^-l and aj(Pj)^±i.
(ni) The value e t0 (a ; -(P/) 2 + l)"" 1 does not lie on the real negative axis.
(iv) The value (i + a/Py)) 2 (i -a,-(P/))~2 also does not lie on the real negative axis. 3 We can define naturally the norms || ||^ and < y k also for a real k^>Q (cf., e.g., [18, 20, 21] 
where A* is the formal adjoint of A and Bj is the adjoint operator with respect to A in the sense of Schechter
The proof of Theorem 3 follows immediately from Theorem 2. We make the form (i) e ' e^-l and a^ ± i.
(ii) e ie (a 2 + l')~l is not a real negative number.
is not a real negative number.
Now we consider the characteristic equation with respect to C (3.1)
where f and ??(^rO) are real numbers. The root of (3.1) with positive imaginary part is denoted by C + (f, y).
Set
Then it is seen from the property (ii) of Condition (A' 3 ) that M(£, ff) is homogeneous of degree 0 and does not vanish. We define the Fourier transform
And consider the operator
We define the norm || ||^ for a(^i, ^) in the same way as in section 2.
And denote by || lU.^^o} the quotient norm of || \\ k on ^iSjO, respectively.
The following proposition is due to Shamir £19]. 
The L 2 a priori estimates for mixed problems in R n were obtained by Vishik-Eskin ( [23] , [24] ). But their proof is difficult to follow. Thus we shall give another brief proof for our case. Put Then we shall prove the following inequality:
.,
Now it is well known that there is an extension FOei, »2j
(for sufficiently large s) of (L -y. 2 
, t) = u( -xi, x , t) -w(xi, x , t) for
And we define 
Jl~l~J2~j
If /i = 0 on the term on the right side, we easily see
If y"i=VO, we have by the well known inequality (see e.g., The passage from Proposition 5.5 with constant coefficients and with angular domains to the following proposition is performed in a familiar method based on a partition of unity (cf., e.g., QlJ, [3j, E^O]). We denote by C£°(Jx {$}) the class of ueC°°(@x {t}} vanishing for \t larger than some fixed number. Then we have Proof of Theorem 1.
We take a function C(0 £ C^(R l ) in such a way that It is easily seen that (see e.g
On the other hand, we see from Lemmas 6.1, 6.2 and the definition of the boundary norm (6.7)
In addition, k + 2 (6.8) IWIl + 2. 0l /,ZMĈ ombining (6.4), (6.5), (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) we have completed the proof.
Finally since the constant k Q can be taken to be 0 lor Proposition 5.4, the statement of Theorem 2 has been shown.
